Correction in the Table in 6.8.2.6.1

Transmitted by the Government of France

1. In the Table in 6.8.2.6.1 of RID/ADR, under “For equipment”, the following Note appears under the title of standards EN 14432 and EN 14433:

   “NOTE: This standard may also be used for tanks with a maximum working pressure not exceeding 0.5 bar.”

2. This Note should be amended to take into account the new wording “gravity-discharge tanks”.

Proposal

6.8.2.6.1 Amend the Table, under “For equipment”, as follows:

– Under the title of standards EN 14432:2014 and EN 14432:2014, in the Note, replace “tanks with a maximum working pressure not exceeding 0.5 bar” by “gravity-discharge tanks”.

__________________________